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Mina Roper made a promise to herself to never get involved
with a man again That is why, the shy bookworm is perplexed
by her fascination with fighter Tyler Serano Everything about
Tyler oozes bad boy, he is intense and through him she can
release a little bit of the rage she feels when she thinks about
her past, even if it is not her thumping on someone Believing
she has been watching him secretly, Mina is shocked with
Tyler offers her a ride home A friendship of sorts begins, Tyler
is not a relationship type of guy and Mina is not sure she can
go through a relationship again, but together they find
something powerful that has them questioning everything they
know and to afraid to admit.Loved this one, would pick up this
author again in a heartbeat You know that there is a mystery to
Mina, you just don t know what and when you do you realize
how much she has grown into a strong woman even if it is not
part of her visual persona Loved every minute of this one. This
book was irresistible So much so that I read it all night long
Mina and Tyler s story is so exciting that it is impossible to put
the book down I loved every minute of it Tyler is so strong yet
sensitive as he makes Mina realize she is an amazing woman
who deserves love Her story is so crushing that it left me
yearning for revenge Fine really knows how to write and pull in
a reader This is a must read For reviews go to my blog,
bbsbookreviews.com NOTE This Book Has Been Previously
Published, But Has Undergone Significant Revision Prior To
Re Release Being Stalked From Town To Town By An
Unstable Ex Boyfriend Means Demure Bookworm Mina Roper
Is Used To Keeping A Low Profile But After A Coworker Brings
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A Short History of Nearly

Her To An Underground Boxing Competition, Shy Mina Falls
Deeply In Lust With Gorgeous Fighter Tyler Serano The
Problem She S Convinced He S Hopelessly Out Of Her
League Tyler Knows His Matches Are Brutally Violent, So Why
Does This Sweet, Subdued Beauty Keep Showing Up To
Watch Them Week After Week Despite His Overwhelming
Fear Of Commitment, Tyler S Innocent Curiosity Evolves Into A
Hot, All Consuming Attraction Just When It Looks Like Happily
Ever After Might Be Possible, Mina S Past Catches Up To Her
And She S Forced To Make A Tough Choice Follow Her Usual
Escape Strategy Or Risk It All For A New Kind Of Life With
Tyler Inside Scoop Mina S Past Includes A Nonconsensual
Sexual Encounter And Brief Violence, Which Could Be
Triggering For Some Readers This was one mighty fine book.I
s fighter in it for crying out loud,hot and possessive as hellso
how could I give any less than 5 I really enjoy this one,it was
nice and quick read.I finished it in one sitting.Solid 4.5 just
because it s short I needed Review for Relentless Liberation by
J.L Fine I ll start off by saying that I do not normally read
contemporary romance or erotica so this novel was bit of a
change for me One thing is sure, if all contemporary authors
are as good as J.L Fine, you better believe I just found myself
a new genre to fall in love with This book was wonderful It had
everything I could have hoped for when diving into a new genre
An honest heroine, a brooding but sweet hero, antagonists that
make you want to wring their neck, and the very best kind of
support characters We ll start with the Heroine, Mina Roper I ll
be honest, for a lot of this novel I was than frustrated with Mina
s Debbie Downer attitude She has major self esteem issues
and it comes through in one way or another in almost every
single scene in the book After a while you just sort of get use to
it As she explains her reasonings throughout the book, you
really do start to understand and feel for her, but man, every
once in a while it just grates on the brain Otherwise, I adore her
She is mostly logical If she happens to fly off the handle, she
acknowledges it and talks herself down Her thought processes
were some of the most honest that I have ever read i.e She
just couldn t, for the life of her, think of anything relevant to say
to this man which makes you instantly bond with her I laughed,
blushed, and cringed through all of her major struggles right
along with her I am, for whatever reason, incredibly overcritical
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of heroines I have just met so many terrible ones and now I
have minimal patience with them If I could, I would make Mina
my forever Heroine and put her in ever book I read
Unfortunately I can t, so I just wallowed in her greatness while I
could Our Hero, Tyler Serano, is what all of us want from a
hero Damaged of course , honest, brooding, tall, dark, and
handsome He s got some sexy tattoos LICK , a couple of
fantastic jobs, isn t afraid to admit he s wrong even though it
may take a little convincing , and defends his woman without
prompting or fear His family is big and happy though I wish I d
gotten to know then a little maybe they ll have their own books
soon nudgenudge He is written as such a straightforward,
genuine character that you can t help but fall in love There is
something so lovely about a man who is completely unafraid of
showing the world how much he cares about someone
Throughout the book, Mina talks about feeling comfortable and
safe whenever Tyler is around and J.L Fine takes you there
every time he is around.This was the first romance novel that I
have ever read that was in third person with a single major
character viewpoint I know, right It took me a while to figure out
why the book was making me uncomfortable and antsy but
once it dawned on me, I was able to get comfy and enjoy the
ride It is so disarming not knowing what all the characters are
thinking and doing at all times I know, I ve been so spoiled It
was fun to expand the mind and revel in a new writing style
and J.L Fine uses simple but precise descriptions so you don t
even feel like you need to know what everyone else is thinking
It s all right there on their faces and in their actions The thing
that I enjoyed most of this book was how honest and realistic
everything was The road blocks for the Hero and Heroine were
legitimate The standard break apart that helps with a
realization of love was done in a way that didn t make you want
to strangle one of the characters or poke your own eyes out
waiting for them to just get over themselves In my opinion, this
can be a critical and defining moment for any author and J.L
Fine freaking rocked it My heart was racing, my palms were
sweaty, I was right there with them through the whole thing
with bated breath and complete comradery So much fun So I ll
wrap this whole thing up with the thought that, though it had it s
trip ups rare grammar issues, occasionally grating heroine, rare
awkward phrases used during intimate scenes , this book is a
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Instead she liked to exist in a world where the fantastic could
happen, the lines between good and evil were clear, and happy
endings prevailed Fun Fact If you re transitioning from
Paranormal to Contemporary this is a great book The heroine
consistently uses animalistic descriptions when talking about
the Hero I kept waiting to find out he was some kind of
werewolf Fun fun I was given a free copy of this novel by
NetGalley for an honest review ARC received for reviewFor an
Ellora Cave publication it was pretty tame Great little story hot
figher, mousy bookstore girl and douche ex I could really have
done without her bff and the bff s boyfriend fighting all the time
and I do mean ALL the time. I quite enjoyed this book which for
me was a short quick read Off the bat I want to say I was a little
worried at first that the blurb sounded a little like another
popular fighter book and for the first few pages too but have to
say after the first chapter that worry was put to rest, so please
don t let that knee jerk comparison deter you from this book
Mina is a book worm, quiet and a little subdued due to bad
experiences and relationships in her past, she has a low
opinion of herself and doesn t trust easy but she is still quite
easily led into situatuions Hence how she ends up watching
underground boxing matches at the local gym with her friend
Chloe Tyler is a fighter that women flock around and he keeps
them at arms length until he meets Mina the quiet girl that has
been watching his fights and has him a little curious He is
brash, totally open and honest yet polite too Their relationship
is a nice slow build up as friends initially until feelings
develop,Tyler is so good for Mina in helping her develop some
self confidence and it was lovely seeing her come out of her
shell little by little I really enjoyed the interactions between
these two and the writing style lent to some mature dialect
between them Though wow when they finally have sex it is a
whole lot of hot and Tyler has a dirty mouth and I love a dirty
talker.Then Mina s past catches up with her and secrets she
has been keeping from Tyler, that are often eluded to
throughout the book, threaten their fledging relationship as
Mina goes into fight or flight mode Oh I hated the characters
from Mina s past so much and was rooting for Tyler to step up
and fight for Mina so I was happy when Mina finally reveals her
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secrets to Tyler Is he still able to protect her from her past
though All in a great read with good strong mature lead
characters and sub characters too I believe this is the authors
debut book and I look forward to reading of her work Given the
authors warning I have to add there is talk of a nonconsensual
sexual encounter in a past tense but it is not in anyway graphic
or in great detail. ARC received via NetGalleyI so did not
expect how much I would love this book I loved the author s
style of writing and will definitely read of their work in the
future.I liked how Tyler and Mina s relationship developed
through the book and that initially they seem like a unlikely
couple but in actual fact are perfect together I loved the
characters, primarily the main ones Tyler and Mina but the
secondary characters especially Chloe were good additions to
the story Overall, Tyler was my favourite loved his personality,
in the ring he is a ruthless fighter but with Mina he is sweet, he
is protective and a bit possessive of Mina but not overly so,
altogether he is one hot ass package.I enjoyed the fact that
you know straight off that something bad happened to Mina in
the past and that because of it she withdrawn not outgoing has
trust issues, and that it isn t until much later in the book that
you actually discover what occurred When you do find out
though, well, I wasn t disappointed The closer you get to the
end of the book, you know her past is going to catch up to her,
when it did it happened sort of how I expected it to a repeat of
previous events except the fact that Tyler was so controlled I m
not saying I didn t like what happened in the book, but I was
expecting there to have been a explosive incident.Plus, I
thought Tyler and Mina s sex scenes were very hot. Short, nice
and quick read A fighter and a shy girl, both with demons from
the past First as friends and then friends with benefits lovers
The story has a vibe of Beautiful disaster book Overall solid 4
stars 4.50 StarsI was going to give this book a full 5 Stars, but
the ending or last 10% of the book was too rushed When I was
at 90%, I thought that it would end in a cliffy since there were
still certain things that had to be solved and that there is no
way it could be solved in 10%, but it was and I was
disappointed What happened at 90% came together too
perfectlytoo quickly I felt like it needed attention.But I want to
stress that overall I really liked this book I really loved the
characters and I loved the story.Mina is a quiet and reserved

woman She has moved to a small town to escape the evil that
has been hunting her for the past 4 years Her friend, Chloe,
takes her to an underground fight club one night Mina is
immediately addicted to the scene or I should say to a
particular fighter, the top fighter, Tyler Mina knows that Tyler is
way out of her league, but she can t help coming time and time
again for three months to watch him fight She is not the only
one there to watch this amazing specimen fight so she knows
she has to stay in the background and watch from a distance
One night after a fight, Mina is waiting for her friend Chloe to
drive her home As she is waiting, she notices Tyler sitting by
her Tyler starts to talk to Chloe and from there friendship
develops I loved how Tyler approached Mina I loved how he
insisted on their friendship and when things did happen it was
amazing and special Tyler is hot and protective of his Mina I
loved it This story is told in Mina s POV in first person and I
was happy that it was not written in dual POVs I loved not
really knowing what was going on in Tyler s head I loved that
as a reader I had to guess like Mina what Tyler really was
feeling I loved Tyler, but he told Mina what he wanted and did
not want in this friendship Some of it I was upset about but
Tyler had his own reasons for setting up his rules for Mina
However, in the end actions always speak louder than words
There was so much to this man than just being an underground
fighterYou said that reading was your third favorite thing to do
What are your top two He quirked a brow then considered for a
moment You really want to know She rolled her eyes I wouldn t
have asked you otherwise Once again he assessed her for a
few moments before finally coming to some sort of conclusion
All right The first two are fighting and f ng No necessarily in that
orderI loved the amount of uncertainty between the characters
and angst that this story had Like I mentioned, I was upset that
certain things were solved to quickly, but overall I really like this
book I started it at 8pm before bed and could not go to sleep
until I read the last page I had to know how everything would
come together.I will definitely be reading by this author A copy
was provided by the author publisher in exchange for an
honest review.
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